Linked Units for long goods and sheet materials

Features

Pull-out units in a racking system are often
the best way of storing palletised goods, but
what do you do with longer items or sheet
materials which won’t fit into a pallet space?
Do you have to keep them in another part of
your store, or on pallets on the ground, with
the delays and inconvenience that involves?
Not any longer!

 70% and 100% extension units are available.
 Can also be floor-mounted out of the rack
with accessory feet
 Can be mixed in with other pull-out units,
even one shelf at a time
 Handle sheet materials up to 3m x 1.5m
and up to 1600kg per unit

Smart Storing has an elegant solution: we
link two pull-out units together with a midsection. Mount the Linked Units on a beam
in your standard pallet racking and you have
a cost-effective and practical long goods
storage unit at a convenient working height
amongst your regular inventory.

 Handle long goods up to 3m length and
weighing up to 1600kg per unit
 Compact storage with up to six levels within
an ergonomic handling height
 Different types and sizes of materials
needed for the same process can be
stored all together
 Pull-out units mean goods can be loaded 		
with a crane or a fork lift truck, and are
typically picked with a crane or a vacuum 		
lifter
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Linked Units in pallet racking
Normally these units are Beam-mounted at the base of the rack. Long goods such as rods and pipes
can be loaded in bundles, with or without wrapping and picked one at a time.

Storing sheet materials on pull-out shelves
With Linked Pull-out Units, we offer an
efficient storage system for large and, if
necessary, heavy sheet materials in the pallet
rack. Pull-out units give you extra vertical
space as you don’t need to leave room for
access above the products and they can
be more densely stacked. When you want
to take out a sheet, you can slide out the
whole stack and take one off the top without
dragging or spoiling it – very important if

you’re dealing with easily damaged surfaces.
If you’re using a taller pallet rack, it can make
sense to use the upper levels for buffer
stocks of whatever you have on the picking
levels.
Pull-out shelf systems save resources, as a
fork lift truck and driver are only needed for
loading the units with whole bundles in the
first place.

Accessories
A range of accessories is available for adapting Linked Units to your needs, for example: Feet for
floor mounting, handles, steel shelf panels, steel cladding for enclosing units tool boxes, restraining
stops for long goods.
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